Abstract. This research is our forth article related to the topic of cyclic O-C changes, third components as the physical process that cause these changes and elliptical orbits of the third components. Here five more eclipsing binary stars were investigated: EQ Tau, IR Cas, IV Cas, RY Aqr and RZ Com. All of them have cyclic O-C curve with superposition of parabolic trend. We computed the mass transfer rate, minima possible mass of the third component and their errors for each of the researched stars.
For any of researched stars errors of the masses were not computed. Thus, they were estimated as 7% of the stellar masses, because it is average value of the errors.
Secondly, all previous articles and abstracts were analyzed. Here is a brief overview of previously published results together with our O-C curves. On all figures pink dots are BRNO observations, blue ones are moments of minima which were computed using AAVSO data. Black line is approximation, in addition the ±σ and ±2σ confidence intervals are shown, where σ is an unbiased estimate or the r.m.s. deviation of the points from the fit.
EQ Tau

Fig. 1 O-C curve of EQ Tau
Mass transfer rate was computed in [5] . Third component mass was calculated [5] and [9] .
IR Cas
Fig. 2 O-C curve of IR Cas
Mass transfer rate and mass of the third component were computed in [5] .
IV Cas
Fig. 3 O-C curve of IV Cas
In [6] , [10] and [11] minimal possible mass of the third component was calculated. In [10] and [11] orbital elements were also estimated.
RY Aqr
Fig. 4 O-C curve of RY Aqr
In [12] mass transfer rate was estimated and third component's orbital elements were computed. In [7] , [12] and [13] third component mass was calculated.
RZ Com
Fig. 5 O-C curve of RZ Com
In [8] mass transfer was supposed and in [14] mass transfer rate was computed. Third component was supposed in [15] , [16] and [14] , but it's mass was estimated in [15] and [14] . Now it is necessary to describe general aspects of the processing algorithm:
1. Collecting data from database BRNO; 2. Downloading observations from AAVSO; 3. Splitting AAVSO data onto separate minima; 4. Obtaining moment of extremum for each minimum; 5. Joining data form BRNO and obtaining moments of minima; 6. Obtaining values of O-C; 7. Plotting and approximating O-C curves; 8. Obtaining period of cyclic and rate of stable O-C changes; 9. Computing parameters of the physical processes that cause such changes.
For calculating moments of minima from AAVSO observations the software MAVKA was actively used. This code was kindly provided by K.D. Andrych and I.L. Andronov [17] , [18] , [19] . As the result, 171 minima were obtained. Table 2 . Results of calculations and O-C approximation parameters. For better visibility, the possible orientations of the orbits (within the errors of all elements) are shown on the Fig. 6 . Solid colorful lines are hundreds of orbits with different orbital elements that could describe observed O-C curves. To plot each of these orbits, some orbital elements ( , , ) were evaluated in range (mean value -error; mean value + error) with relatively small step.
Value
Black arrows show direction to the observer. Black "+" sign in the center of each subfigure is the position of the triple system barycenter. Units of measurement on the axis are million kilometers.
